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Group Rights
2022-03-24

nowadays rights are frequently ascribed to groups distinguished by their nationality culture religion or language
rights are also commonly ascribed to institutionalised groups such as states businesses trade unions and private
associations yet the ascription of rights to groups remains deeply controversial many people reject the very idea
of group rights amongst those who do not there is radical disagreement about which sorts of group might
possess rights and why some believe that group rights threaten the freedom and well being of individuals while
others argue that the rights of groups can complement them some claim that group rights can also be human
rights others find that claim incoherent the contributions making up this volume wrestle with these and many
other of the issues that surround group rights this volume brings together twenty four of the journal articles that
have contributed most significantly to contemporary thinking on group rights

Group Rights as Human Rights
2006-06-30

liberal theories have long insisted that cultural diversity in democratic societies can be accommodated through
classical liberal tools in particular through individual rights and they have often rejected the claims of cultural
minorities for group rights as illiberal group rights as human rights argues that such a rejection is misguided
based on a thorough analysis of the concept of group rights it proposes to overcome the dominant dichotomy
between individual human rights and collective group rights by recognizing that group rights also serve
individual interests it also challenges the claim that group rights so understood conflict with the liberal principle
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of neutrality on the contrary these rights help realize the neutrality ideal as they counter cultural biases that
exist in western states group rights deserve to be classified as human rights because they respond to
fundamental and morally important human interests reading the theories of will kymlicka and charles taylor as
complementary rather than opposed group rights as human rights sees group rights as anchored both in the
value of cultural belonging for the development of individual autonomy and in each person s need for a
recognition of her identity this double foundation has important consequences for the scope of group rights it
highlights their potential not only in dealing with national minorities but also with immigrant groups and it
allows to determine how far such rights should also benefit illiberal groups participation not intervention should
here be the guiding principle if group rights are to realize the liberal promise

The Concept of Group Rights in International Law
2012-08-28

through a collective biography of four scholars erich kaufmann hans kelsen hersch lauterpacht and hans j
morgenthau this book investigates how jewish identity and intellectual ties to judaic civilization in the german
speaking and legal context influenced international law by using biblical constitutive metaphors it argues that
jewish german lawyers inherited inter alia a particular jewish legal approach that framed their understanding of
the law as a means to reach god the overarching argument is that because of their jewish heritage jewish
scholars inherited the endorsement of earthly particularism for the sake of universalism and the other way
around for the sake of universalism humanity s differences need to be solved through the law
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Minority and Group Rights in the New Millennium
2023-11-27

in the 1990s inter ethnic conflicts threaten the stability of many states as a result the issue of minority rights
has become an urgent concern for international lawyers minority and group rights in the new millennium
examines the way in which existing international law and human rights instruments protect the rights of
minorities in addition the essays in this volume address current debates on the fundamental issue of defining a
minority the complex arguments for expanding existing definitions and the legitimacy of claims by specific
groups to qualify for minority status

Group Rights and Discrimination in International Law
2021-10-18

group hatred disregard for the collective aspirations of religious ethnic or cultural minorities genocide ethnic
cleansing apartheid and anti semitism have been at the roots of the greatest tragedies of our time and are a
source of internal and international conflict this volume studies this wide range of problems from the
perspective of modern human rights law with special emphasis on racism and religious intolerance also dealt
with are measures adopted or to be taken for the protection of specific groups including indigenous populations
and migrant workers as well as the present situation regarding the conventions against genodice discrimination
in education and labour and the steps and declarations for the strenghtening of group identity and their
advancement special areas such as slavery affirmative action and modern models to preserve the collective
personality are also discussed including protective penal measures
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The Tension Between Group Rights and Human Rights
2008-07-31

the discussion of group rights while always a part of the human rights discourse has been gaining importance in
the past decade this discussion which remains fundamental to a full realisation by the international community
of its international human rights goals requires careful analysis and empirical research the present volume
offers a great deal of material for both it makes a strong case in favour of a multidisciplinary approach to human
rights and explores the origins and social anthropological and legal political dimensions of human rights and
internationally recognised group rights it explores legal issues such as the reservations to international treaties
and methodological questions including the question of deliberative processes which allow seemingly absolute
requirements of human rights to be reconciled with culturally sensitive norms prevailing within various groups
the discussion continues by looking at specific contexts including the situations of women school communities
ethnic and linguistic minorities migrant communities and impoverished groups the final part of the volume
examines the state of play of human rights and group rights in international law in international relations and in
the context of internationally sponsored development policies here the authors offer a meticulous and critical
presentation of the legal regulation of human rights and group rights and point to numerous weaknesses which
continue to exist and which call for additional work by legal thinkers and practitioners

Ethnicity and Group Rights
1997-03-01

within western political philosophy the rights of groups has often been neglected or addressed in only the
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narrowest fashion focusing solely on whether rights are exercised by individuals or groups misses what lies at
the heart of ethnocultural conflict leaving the crucial question unanswered can the familiar system of common
citizenship rights within liberal democracies sufficiently accommodate the legitimate interests of ethnic citizens
specifically how does membership in an ethnic group differ from other groups such as professional lifestyle or
advocacy groups how important is ethnicity to personal identity and self respect and does accommodating
these interests require more than standard citizenship rights crucially what forms of ethnocultural
accommodations are consistent with democratic equality individual freedom and political stability invoking
numerous cases studies and addressing the issue of ethnicity from a range of perspectives ethnicity and group
rights seeks to answer these questions

Community and Collective Rights
2011-07-13

this book presents an argument for the existence of moral rights held by groups and a resulting account of how
to reconcile group rights with individual rights and with the rights of other groups throughout the author shows
applications to actual legal and political controversies thus tying the normative theory to actual legal practice
the author presents collective moral rights as an underlying normative explanation for various legal norms
protecting group rights in domestic and international legal contexts examples at issue include rights held by
indigenous peoples by trade unions and by religious and cultural minority groups the account also bears on
contemporary discussions of multiculturalism and recognition on debates about reasonable accommodation of
minority communities and on claims for third generation human rights the book will thus be relevant both to
theorists and to legal and human rights practitioners interested in related areas
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Groups and Group Rights
2001

in matters such as affirmative action or home schooling rights of ethnic and other minority groups often come
into conflict with those of society in a culturally diverse population such as ours but before considering the
dilemmas posed by these issues we must first ask such basic but important questions as what group rights are
and how they intersect with the principles of democracy this new collection brings together some of today s
leading thinkers from the cutting edge of these debates taking in a broad range of issues confronting
philosophers sociologists and political scientists contributors such as carl wellman carol gould and rex martin
examine the nature of groups and the conflict between group rights and democracy and also consider case
studies depicting current issues in cultural ethnic and religious rights the first section on the nature of groups
examines some of the perplexing alternatives in the formulation of a theory of group rights these articles
investigate the kinds of rights minorities might claim and ask when groups can be held responsible for the acts
of some of their members the second section addresses the treatment of groups in a democracy and the
precarious balance between indifference toward minorities and capitulation to their demands here the
contributors examine five principles for the sensitive treatment of minority and disadvantaged groups in a
democratic society a final section explores specific conflicts between subgroup and societal claims through case
studies dealing with affirmative action religious practice and the education of children and the land rights of
indigenous peoples by drawing on the legal and political dilemmas related to these cases the authors confront
issues of core versus peripheral interests of individual member versus subgroup rights and of the possibilities
for social openness raised in the preceding sections written from varied perspectives groups and group rights
offers stimulating reading for both students and professionals as it takes on some of the most pressing
dilemmas confronting our society
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The Politics of Group Rights
2005

the politics of group rights presents case studies from seven countries illuminated by the latest insights from
multicultural and group rights theory cultural diversity has powerful political implications for both industrialized
nations and developing countries in the former the granting of group rights is seen as a vital extension of liberal
democracy but critics point out that such rights should not negate the human rights of individuals in developing
countries group rights are seen as indigenous to the prevailing cultural and religious traditions but often times
negatively in relation to individual rights

“The” Quarterly Journal of Science
1871

why do discussions about human rights appear largely absent from hayek s writings focusing on his work in law
politics this book examines the building blocks of hayek s legal theorizing argues that each element contributes
to his overall perspective on this salient issue

The Illustrative Practical Arithmetic by a Natural Method ...
1869

a collection of articles illustrating the diversity of origins of the american people
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Bulletin of the New York Public Library
1897

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is
published daily when congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for
sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789
1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

The Constitutional and Political Regulation of Ethnic Relations and
Conflicts
1999

by including accounts of the flows of goods and people that take place informally and frequently illegally bach
has lifted the lid on a little observed but vitally important aspect of contemporary african life international
affairs the dynamics of integration and disintegration in sub saharan africa at the end of the millennium result
from a combination of upheavals in the international system since the end of the cold war and the crisis of the
state within africa itself

Central America, the West Indies and South America
1878
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Yearbook of the United Nations
1947

Flight International
1962-07

Bulletin of Human Rights
1980

Journal of Horticulture and Practical Gardening
1869

Cobbett's Parliamentary Debates
1890
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Establishment of a National Home in Palestine
1922

United Nations Handbook 2010
2010

Parliamentary Debates
1988

Uncensored Russia: Protest and Dissent in the Soviet Union
1972

Hayek and Human Rights
2005
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Report of the Regional Conference on Women, Islam, and Family
Planning
1996

Official Journal of the European Communities
1998

Lateral Dominance and Visual Fusion
1933

U.C. Davis Law Review
1986
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School and Society
1923

Jewish Post-war Problems
1943

Ethnic Groups
1979

Rapport de la ... Session de la Commission Des Droits de L'homme
1989

Travelers Protection and Agent's Record
1924
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The New Racism
1978

A Freedom of Information Law for Fiji
2005

West Virginia Law Review
1999

Congressional Record
2007

Regionalisation in Africa
1999
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Summary Records of the ... Inter-parlimentary Conference
1988
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